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Mac & Cheese 

Gooey, luscious, double cheese macaroni. A big fat slice of Wadadli Kitchen

indulgence

 

Vegan Mac & Cheese 

Our Ital (Vegan) version of our big fat slice of Wadadli Kitchen indulgence

 

Scotch Bonnet Fries 

Fierce and fiery! Dehydrated scotch bonnets blitzed into a powder, combined

with turmeric and sea salt flakes and sprinkled over crisp French fries

 

Fried Plantain

A quintessential Caribbean flavour - Golden, sweet, fried gorgeous plantain ,

from the banana family but slightly more grown up and just for cooking …what's

not to like?

 

Andi’s Chocolate Curry Goat 

Tender, delectable and legendary! The goat meat is slow cooked for 8 hrs with cinnamon, star anise, chillies and a host of deep rolling spices, then finished with dark

chocolate for the perfect balance of flavours. This dish has been developed by Andi for over 20 years. It is truly magnificent

 

Mushroom Umami Curry  

A roasted curried mushroom umami hit for our ital twist on Andi’s classic curry recipe. A unique Wadadli Kitchen flavour.

 

From The Grill 
 

Pineapple & Scotch Bonnet Glazed Chicken 

Like our wings only more so….

Two chicken thighs , smoky barbeque full of fire, slow cooked and glazed with our unique pineapple and scotch bonnet sauce

 

Golden Pineapple & Scotch Bonnet Glazed Tofu

Tofu pressed overnight to get the texture just right , barbequed and glazed with our unique pineapple and scotch bonnet sauce

 

 

Wadadli Kitchen Orange & Ginger Chicken Wings 

A family favourite. 

Our kids grew up on this chicken and still want it every weekend! Rubbed in our signature Wadadli Kitchen blend of spices, barbequed till meltingly tender, caramelised

in fiery orange, ginger and chilli finishing syrup.

 

Wadadli Kitchen Orange & Ginger Crispy Aubergine

Our Ital (Vegan) version of our family favourite. Double fried, delectable and sticky aubergine drenched in our fiery orange, ginger and chilli finishing syrup.

 

Aunty Linnette’s Fritters with pineapple chow  

A classic family recipe from Garfield’s lovely mum. 

Crisp seasonal vegetables and corn, bound in a vibrant spring onion-chilli batter. Deep-fried spicy golden nuggets of Oh Lordy!

 

Red Winter Slaw 

So fresh and so clean . Bright, fresh and decidedly moreish. 

 

Andi Oliver’s Hot Sauce 

Andi’s unique roasted hot sauce is made fresh in the Wadadli kitchen. 

Roasted scotch bonnets, tomatoes, onions, garlic, herbs and spices with molasses

and just a whisper of sweetness. 

 

Tamarind Mayo

Fresh, creamy mayo, spiked with pleasingly sour tamarind

 

Pineapple Chow 

Fresh Pineapple, beautifully barbequed , combined with fragrant fiery chilli,

coriander and lime for a perfect little bit of heaven on the side.
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Lickle Extras [Sides]

Bigga T'ings [Mains]

Lickle T'ings [Starters]

The acclaimed Wadadli Kitchen has been a lifetime in the making, where food meets culture. 

Founded by celebrity chef Andi Oliver and her partner Garfield Hackett it is the home of Caribbean family flavours shared through

love, stories and experiences.  

A little love in your tummy from the Wadadli Kitchen family to yours. 
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WHY NOT TRY OUR WEEKLY SPECIAL 
SPECIALS ONLY AVAILABLE FOR COLLECTION AT THE #WADADLIKITCHENROADSIDE HATCH


